
Lecture 1-  
● Important information must be  

○ Stable 
○ Corruption-free 
○ Protected 
○ Backed up for repairs 

● DNA CAN DO THIS (based on nucleotide sequencing) 
● Information management in the body - controlled by the brain 

○ Short-term memory 
○ Long-term memory 

● Information is very much focused on order  
○ Information is always working against entropy and will therefore always require 

energy to maintain its order 
● Carbon based IT = central dogma of biology 

○ Genome (DNA) 
■ ~Transcription~ 

○ Transcriptome (RNA) 
■ ~Translation~  

○ Proteome (proteins) 
● Only 1-2% of the genome actually codes for proteins 
● DNA regulation methods and types are what differentiate species 
● DNA = long-term memory ; RNA = transient short-term memory 
● Reverse transcription = RNA to DNA carried out by reverse transcriptase enzymes only 

found in retroviruses (ex. HIV) 
● The lecture that changed biology forever = Crick proposing proteins synthesis via the 

central dogma of biology 
● Information transfer means you have to be able to accurately copy information  
● There is usually only one copy of each gene on a DNA sequence 
● Each cell will need few protein types at high numbers and few types at low copy 

numbers  

Correct answer: D 
 



Correct answer: C 
 
Lecture 2 (The structure of DNA and RNA) - 

● Nucleic acids first isolated in 1860 from pus on bandages 
○ First isolated in the nucleus and acidic 
○ Not thought to be genetic material, proteins were 

● Griffith then MacLeod, McCarty and Avery: used pneumococcus to transform rough 
non-pathogenic bacteria into smooth pathogenic bacteria by adding a killed lysate of 
smooth bacteria - process of elimination determined DNA to be the active ingredient  

● Hershey and Chase: used bacteria T2 to confirm that DNA was transferred between 
bacteria instead of protein  

● Chargaff’s rules 
○ A-T; G-C 
○ Amount of purine = pyrimidine 
○ Number of sugars = number of phosphates = number of bases 

● Watson and Crick: double helix discovery 
● RNA has an extra OH group at the 2’ carbon of its ribose sugar compared to DNA 

○ Also U instead of T 
● Sugar phosphate backbone: negative charge, hydrophilic  
● N-glycosidic bond joins the base to the backbone of the nucleic acid while 

phosphodiester bond joins monomers together 
● Aromatic structure of the four bases give DNA and RNA its UV absorbance 



● Purines: double ring, Adenine and Guanine 
● Pyrimidines: single ring, Cytosine, Uracil and Thymine 
● Uracil is methylated at position 5 to form thymine  
● Major and minor grooves in DNA double helix: give proteins access to base pairs (for 

reading) 
● Strong bonds: phosphodiester bond 
● Weak forces: hydrophobic interactions (base stacking), electronic interactions between 

electrons in the bases, hydrogen bonding, ionic interactions, van der waals forces 
● Bases tend to be hydrophobic and have electron clouds causing them to stack 

favourably 
● Hydrogen bonds: A-T have 2 and G-C have 3; give double helix specificity 
● Electrostatic interactions: give DNA its twist, phosphate groups repel each other while 

bases want to pair so the DNA twists to accommodate both forces 
● DNA backbone is very stable against chemical attack 

○ Absence of OH in deoxyribose makes DNA very resistant to alkali 
○ The OH in RNA enables the phosphate nearby to form a cyclic compound when 

a proton is removed (at high pH) which rapidly breaks down the phosphodiester 
bond 

● DNA is the ideal place to store genetic information 
○ Two strands give double copy and templates for repair 
○ The information is buried at the very center of the double helix and protected by a 

hydrophilic backbone (bases are hydrophobic) 
 
Lecture 3 (Finishing the structure of DNA and RNA) - 

● The bases are chemically stable except for deamination by oxidation 
○ Only problematic one is that cytosine deaminates to 

uracil... 
○ These uracils are a corruption to the DNA code and need 

to be removed and replaced (in a given day 100 Cs are 
deanimated to Us) 

■ This is one reason why we don't have uracil in DNA 
● Convert uracil to thymines by methylation before incorporation 

into DNA (so any uracils found in DNA are corruption by cytosine and can be located for 
removal) 

● UV absorption is the most common way to measure DNA and RNA concentrations  
○ An absorbance of 1 at 260 nm gives 50 micrograms/mL of DNA and 40 

micrograms/mL of RNA 
○ Final absorbance is not sequence dependent (each base has similar absorption 

properties) 
● DNA has a constant charge (negative) to mass ratio so when subjected to an electric 

field it with move to the positive electrode (anode) 



● Detecting DNA by fluorescence - can be detected by ethidium bromide which 
intercalated with the double stranded DNA to fluoresce under UV light 

● Anticancer drugs bind to the minor groove of DNA 
● Techniques that disrupt the double helix 

○ Increased temperature - disrupt H bonds and base stacking (base stacking is 
why G-C bonds are harder to disrupt than A-T) 

○ Increased pH - removes the ring N proton from thymine and guanine thus 
preventing H bonding 

● DNA melting: seperation of the 2 strands of DNA, AKA denaturing DNA 
● Hyperchromic effect: ordered base stacking in double stranded DNA hinders photon 

access so that double stranded DNA absorbs less light than single stranded DNA  
○ Single stranded DNA has 1.4 higher absorbance at 260 nm 

● Tm or melting temperature: midpoint of transition from double 
stranded to single stranded DNA (it is a very specific point and 
dependent on the GC content of the DNA sample) 

● Promoting base pairing (AKA re-annealing): increasing ionic 
strength causes the cations to shield the phosphates thus 
reducing the repulsive effects of strong negative charges so the 
bases can pair again 

○ Reducing temperature lowers entropy to facilitate base pairing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Copying DNA and RNA: carried out by polymerases (and sometimes reverse 
transcriptase to make DNA from RNA) 

● E. coli replication: doubles cell numbers every 20 min with one large circular 
chromosome, 2 replication forks move in opposite directions 



● Arthur Kornberg isolated DNA polymerase I and won the nobel prize for it (was thought 
to be the main replicative enzyme at the time) 

● Problems with DNA pol I 
○ Didn’t work fast enough to copy the whole genome 
○ Other scientists (Cairns and De Lucia) isoled mutated E. coli which had ~1% of 

DNA pol I activity but still divided at normal rates - contradicted the whole 
understanding of DNA pol I at the time 

● Since then, four other polymerases have been identified with DNA polymerase III being 
the big one for replication  

● DNA pol III - a HUGE enzyme with 10 subunits and circular donut-like pair which clamp 
the enzyme to the DNA (the beta dimer) 

● DNA and RNA polymerases 
○ Always copy a strand moving 5’ to 3’ 
○ Use nucleotide triphosphate as a substrate  
○ Add the nucleotide monophosphate to the 3’ OH end of the growing chain 
○ Require a template (makes it expensive energetically) 
○ Form a phosphodiester bond 

● DNA polymerase only 
○ Need a primer to start (oligonucleotide) - lines up at the 3’ prime end of the 

parent strand 
○ Often proofread the last nucleotide added (3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity) 
○ Use deoxynucleotide triphosphates as substrates (dNTPs: dATP, dGTP, dTTP, 

dCTP) 
 
Lecture 4 (Replication) - 

● Properties of DNA polymerases 
○ 5’ to 3’ direction 
○ Need a start primer - provides a 3’ OH to make the next addition 
○ Many have 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity 

● dNTP is base paired to the template sequentially by the polymerase 
● Phosphodiester bond (covalent) forms between additional nucleotides - formed by the 

polymerase; extremely strong bond 
● Base from incoming nucleotide pairs with base from the template forming a hydrogen 

bond 
● Pyrophosphate (2 phosphates at the end of the 

triphosphate chain on the nucleotide) is released 
and rapidly breaks down into 2 phosphates 

○ This drives the replication reaction - 
release of energy  

● Significance of the 3’ OH: cannot elongate the 
DNA chain without it 

○ Has been targeted for various viruses to 
stop replication 



● Only DNA polymerases have editing functions (*important*) 
○ The 3’ to 5’ exonuclease is a slow acting nuclease 
○ Cleaves newly added nucleotide if it does not base pair properly to the template 

● ALL DNA polymerases need a primer 
○ RNA polymerase does not (they generate the primer for DNA synthesis) 

● Challenges of replication 
○ Once in a lifetime activity 
○ Just before cell division 
○ Whole genome must be copied only once 
○ Both strands must be copied at the same time and place 
○ Only work in one direction 

● Klenow enzyme or fragment (*) 
○ Comes from DNA pol I 
○ Digest it for a short amount of time with a protease you get 2 fragments  
○ Larger fragment can make and check DNA - known as the klenow enzyme  
○ Very good as copying DNA (still requires a primer) - used to synthesise labeled 

strands of DNA for experiments 
● Reverse transcriptase 

○ Produced by retroviruses 
○ Make DNA from an RNA template (known as cDNA) 

● Taq polymerase (*) 
○ Thermal stable - ideal at 72 degrees celsius 
○ Became very useful for PCR which needed an enzyme that can withstand very 

high temperatures 
● DNA pol IV and V repair DNA 
● Eukaryotic DNA polymerase found in mitochondria 
● DNA template is constantly being repaired (but only full blown replicated once) 
● oriC: origin of replication on the chromosome 
● Players in replication(*) 

○ Helicase/DnaB: unwinds DNA by breaking h-bonds between bases (relatively 
easy bond to break when needed but can keep the strand together otherwise; 
energy need to break bonds) 

○ Single stranded binding protein (SSBP): keeps strand apart 
○ Topoisomerases: untangles and relaxes DNA 
○ Primase: lays down short RNA primers 
○ DNA polymerase III: does most of nucleotide adding 
○ DNA polymerase I: fills in gaps in the lagging strand 
○ Ligase: seals sugar-phosphate backbone 

● Leading strand: smooth replication 
● Lagging strand: discontinuous replication (synthesis) due to a need to copy in 5’ to 3’ 

direction, creates okazaki fragments  
● Need to feed the template through the origin so it ends up coming around the to the 

origin in a circle 



○ SSBPs attach to the strand that is floating about so that it doesn’t reanneal to 
itself 

○ Topoisomerases untangle lagging strand to relieve supercoiling  

 
● Negative supercoiling: two DNA strands have twisting energy in the opposite direction of 

the twist of the helix - double helix is then easier to melt 
● Positive supercoiling: complete opposite to negative supercoiling 
● DNA pol I can “chew” from the 5’ end to get rid of the RNA primer and fill in with DNA 

○ Eventually gets bored after about 100 bp and jumps off the strand 
○ Leaves gaps in the strand 

● DNA ligase seals the gaps in the strand (always need to finish replication) - needs 
energy to complete its job in joining the two nucleotides 

 
Lecture 5 (The eukaryotic genome) -  

● For E. coli : 
○ Average amino acid molecular weight - 100 D 
○ Average protein molecular weight - 40000 D 
○ 40000/100 = 400 aa 
○ 400*3 = 1200 plus a bit for regulatory sequences ~1500 bp 
○ Protein coding capacity: 4600000 (entire genome) / 1500 = ~3000 

■ Actually 4377 
● For humans: 

○ The calculations come out to 1 million when in reality we only code for about 
30000 ... 

● What makes up the rest of the human genome: 
○ Regulatory sequences 
○ Introns (25% of genome) 
○ Pseudogenes 
○ Non-coding RNA (ex. Infrastructural, regulatory, tRNA, rRNA, etc) 
○ Repetitive DNA 

● Exons: pieces of DNA that are actually translated (exported from the nucleus) 
● C-value: total number of DNA nucleotide residues in the genome (per haploid set of 

chromosomes) 



● C-value paradox: when you compare c-value to the complexity of the organism we find a 
massive disparity (=amount of DNA is not proportional to that required to produce all the 
proteins made by the organism) 

● More complex the organism = more non-coding DNA that organism has 
○ Not about the amount of DNA but how we control and regulate it  

● Repetitive sequences: discovered by studying DNA reassociation (~40% of human 
genome) 

● Re-annealing process: more complexity of DNA = longer the strand takes to re-anneal 
(i.e. become double stranded again from a single strand) 

● Eukaryotic genomic DNA makes up 4 classes 
○ Highly repetitive DNA - short sequences arranged in tandem repeats, often found 

clustered around centromere or telomere (ex. STRs or satellite DNA) 
○ Moderately repetitive DNA - segments of 100 to several thousand base pairs 

repeated, repeated groups of genes whose products are needed by cells in large 
quantities 

○ Slightly repetitive DNA - few copies on the genome, sometimes found clustered 
together on the one chromosome (ex. Globin family: closes related sequences 
which only vary by a few changes in the code) 

○ Single copy genes - most genes of the organism, small proportion of total 
genome, most complex group of genes, protein coding sequences 

● We need to compact DNA (bc there is a lot of it) = chromosomes 
● Chromosomes 

○ Number is a composition of haploid number (n) x number of sets in the genome 
○ Short arm (p) and long arm (q) 
○ Centromere and telomere 
○ Have a sister chromatid 
○ Vary in size within a species 
○ Can be stained with special dyes to give them banding (bands have been 

numbered and distinguished)  
● Chromatin: general material which makes up chromosomes 

○ Heterochromatin: more tightly packaged DNA 
○ Euchromatin: contains most active genes 

● DNA is wound around small proteins called histones 
○ These proteins are positive at pH 7 (bc of lysine 

and arginine residues) 
○ Structure is known as a nucleosome = histone 

octamer + core DNA  
○ Tight wrapping of DNA inside a nucleosome 
○ Major force holding histones to DNA is electrostatic (high ionic strength solutions 

needed to seperate them) 
● Role of histones 

○ Shield negative charges of the phosphates 
○ Allow bending and DNA wrapping 


